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A NICE 
EXPERIENCE

Introduction

The NICE brand is a brand that is committed 

to promoting and providing natural and 

biodegradable gum, mints, and gummies 

alternatives, making our products better 

for both the users and the environment.

Did you know that most other chewing gum 
are made of plastic?



THE INSPIRATION
NICE’s main logo takes inspiration from the shape 

of the mouth when smiling, aiming to create a fun 

and inviting feeling for the consumers. The logo 

also uses bold yet organic typography paired with 

playful colors to further emphasize the feeling of 

fun and liveliness.

Logo



COLORS & VISUALS
The visual style will consist of playful and bright 

colors to emphasize on the feeling of fun. Along 

with the colors, hand drawn illustrations of things 

associated with chewing gum, mint, and gummies 

will help emphasize the feeling of youthfulness.

Lemon Yellow

Berry Blue

Mint Green

Strawberry RedBubblegum Pink

RBG: 222, 151, 181 

CMYK: 0, 50, 5, 0

Pantone 1905 C

RBG: 153, 255, 177

CMYK: 53, 0, 52, 0

Pantone 2268 C

RBG: 244, 209, 111

CMYK: 0, 17, 70, 0

Pantone 141 C

Orange Orange

RBG: 224, 148, 47

CMYK: 0, 49, 100, 0

Pantone 144 C

RBG: 212, 101, 106

CMYK: 0,76,49, 0

Pantone 178 C

RBG: 130, 176, 205

CMYK: 57, 15, 11, 0

Pantone 310 C

Color and Visual Style



THE TYPEFACES
The two main typefaces is Knicknack and Dry 

Whiteboard Marker Regular. 

Knicknack was chosen for its bold organic shapes 

and youthful appearance, helping to make the 

brand seem more friendly and approachable.

Dry Whiteboard Marker Regular was chosen for 

its hand-drawn appearance and playful look, 

emphasizing the fun nature of the brand.    

Typography

Knicknack



Materials

THE BAD
One of the biggest issues of aluminium is the  

amount of energy it takes to mine and process 

aluminium, along with water contamination, 

erosion, and damages to natural habitats.

OUR TAKE ON THE PROBLEM 
Fortunately, aluminium is highly recyclable! One 

ton of recycled aluminum saves 14,000 Kwh of 

energy, 40 barrels of oil, 130. 152.32 million BTU's 

of energy, and 10 cubic yards of landfill space. 

Which is why as a brand that strives to protect 

the environment, most NICE’s products will be 

packaged in recycled aluminium casing to reduce 

waste and the need to produce more aluminium. 

ALUMINIUM
PACKAGING

Recycling aluminium can save 95% 
of the energy required to make the 

same amount of its virgin source        

Recycling of post-consumer 

aluminium products saves 

over 90 million tonnes of CO2  



Product Designs

THE BAD
Mining for sand negatively affects the coastline 

and ocean wildlife along with the vast ammount 

of enery consumed by its production. Furthermore, 

recycling rate is only 31.3 percent (2018) while a 

majority ended up in landfill.

OUR TAKE ON THE PROBLEM 
Like aluminium, glass is highly recyclable without 

losing quality! For every 10 percent cullet used in 

the manufacturing process, the ammount of energy 

it takes in production drops about 2-3 percent. 

At NICE, all of our products does not contain any 

harmful perservatives. As a result, we need a safe 

material that can keep our product fresh. Which is 

why glass is the perfect material for our packaging 

since it can keep our product fresh while being 

reusable and recyclable.

GLASS
PACKAGING

Every 10% of recycled glass used in 

production results in an approximate 

5% reduction in carbon emissions and 

energy savings of about 3% 



CONTAINER DESIGNS 
The design of the containers reflects the roundness 

and organic shapes of the logo. The asymmetric 

aspects of the containers emphasize on the feeling 

of whimsical and playfulness of the brand.

Container Designs

Knicknack
3.5 in

4 in3 in

2.7 in

5 in

8 in

3.1 in

3 in

2.5 in

3 in

2 in



SUBSCRIPTION MODEL 
To make full use of our reusable packagings, NICE 

offers a subscription service that sends out refills 

to users in paper pouches and is delivered in a 

recycled paper box. 

Subscription Model



Gum Packaging

NICE GUM
Unlike other chewing gums, NICE 

GUM only uses biodegradable tree 

sap, making out gum safe for you 

and the environment.



NICE MINTS

Mint Packaging

Our NICE MINTS are stripped from 

all of the artificial ingredients and 

synthetics in most other mints. NICE 

MINTS only uses natural ingredients 

to keep your breath minty fresh.



Gummies Packaging

NICE 
GUMMIES
Delightfully chewy and packed with 

real fruit, our NICE GUMMIES are 

made with high quality ingredients 

devoid of any artificial flavors. 



Gum Set



Mints Set



Gummies Set



https://tinyurl.com/48a6uer4

https://tinyurl.com/2p8b7epz

https://tinyurl.com/3rbbfdyw

https://tinyurl.com/2p8jwtds

https://tinyurl.com/2nstex3e

SOURCES


